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New 420mm Model for Next Generation CPUs
A new generation CPU means higher demands for your CPU cooling devices, and if you’re looking for a high performance AIO for
your build, the TOUGHLIQUID Ultra 420 is the one you should go for. This 420mm all-in-one liquid cooler has a 2.1 rotational LCD
Display for distributing video and photos; its also has three powerful TOUGHFAN 14 with a maximum fan speed of 2000 RPM that
guarantees the best cooling performance.

Personalize Your LCD Display
2.1 Inch Rotational LCD display presents real-time information and plays JPG, GIF, PNG, MP4, MOV and AVI files with 480*480
resolution. What’s more is users can even show the time and weather information on the display, bringing great visual aesthetics and
highly customizable functions to your build.

Get the Right Material to Get Extra Cool
The high-performance copper base plate accelerates heat conductivity. The high-quality and reliable pump enables maximum water
circulation, keeping the copper plate continuously cool. The low evaporation tube effectively decreases the loss of coolant; therefore,
no refill is required.

Fully Customizable with TT RGB Plus 2.0
Get complete control of this TOUGHLIQUID Ultra 420 AIO. You get to monitor your PC’s frequency and real-time temperature
directly from our 2.1-inch LCD Display. You can choose weather mode to display local weather, choose time mode to show time, or
even upload images or videos to add an extra flair to your build with the TT RGB Plus 2.0 software. Speed up, tone down your fan
speed, or choose the lighting effects you want to display on your build.

Any CPU Can Be the Right CPU
The package includes brackets for the latest Intel and AMD CPU sockets to be compatible with the most modern CPU platforms,
including the latest Intel LGA1700 and AMD AM5 CPUs.

Zusammenfassung

New 420mm Model for Next Generation CPUs
A new generation CPU means higher demands for your CPU cooling devices, and if you’re looking for a high performance AIO for your
build, the TOUGHLIQUID Ultra 420 is the one you should go for. This 420mm all-in-one liquid cooler has a 2.1 rotational LCD Display
for distributing video and photos; its also has three powerful TOUGHFAN 14 with a maximum fan speed of 2000 RPM that guarantees
the best cooling performance.

Personalize Your LCD Display
2.1 Inch Rotational LCD display presents real-time information and plays JPG, GIF, PNG, MP4, MOV and AVI files with 480*480
resolution. What’s more is users can even show the time and weather information on the display, bringing great visual aesthetics and



highly customizable functions to your build.

Get the Right Material to Get Extra Cool
The high-performance copper base plate accelerates heat conductivity. The high-quality and reliable pump enables maximum water
circulation, keeping the copper plate continuously cool. The low evaporation tube effectively decreases the loss of coolant; therefore,
no refill is required.

Fully Customizable with TT RGB Plus 2.0
Get complete control of this TOUGHLIQUID Ultra 420 AIO. You get to monitor your PC’s frequency and real-time temperature directly
from our 2.1-inch LCD Display. You can choose weather mode to display local weather, choose time mode to show time, or even
upload images or videos to add an extra flair to your build with the TT RGB Plus 2.0 software. Speed up, tone down your fan speed, or
choose the lighting effects you want to display on your build.

Any CPU Can Be the Right CPU
The package includes brackets for the latest Intel and AMD CPU sockets to be compatible with the most modern CPU platforms,
including the latest Intel LGA1700 and AMD AM5 CPUs.

Thermaltake TT Toughliquid Ultra 420, All-in-one liquid cooler, 500 RPM, 2000 RPM, 33.2 dB, 119.1 cfm, Black

Thermaltake TT Toughliquid Ultra 420. Type: All-in-one liquid cooler, Rotational speed (min): 500 RPM, Rotational speed (max): 2000
RPM, Noise level (low speed): 33.2 dB, Maximum airflow: 119.1 cfm, Maximum air pressure: 3.54 mmH2O. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Weight & dimensions

Radiator width 45.6 cm
Radiator depth 14 cm
Radiator height 2.7 cm
Tube length 46 cm
Fan dimensions (W x D x H) 140 x 140 x 25 mm

 

Power

Power supply 4.08 W
Rated voltage 12 V
Pump power consumption 5.04 W
Rated current 0.34 A
Pump voltage 12 V
Pump current 0.42 mA

 

Design

Product colour Black
Radiator material Aluminum
Number of fans 3 fan(s)
Fan connector 9-pin
Water block material Copper
Display type TFT-LCD
Display size (HxV) 480 x 480 mm

 

Performance

Suitable location Computer case
Type All-in-one liquid cooler
Rotational speed (min) 500 RPM
Rotational speed (max) 2000 RPM
Noise level (low speed) 33.2 dB
Maximum airflow 119.1 cfm
Maximum air pressure 3.54 mmH2O
Pump motor speed 3500 RPM
Compatible products Intel: LGA

2066/20113/2011/1700/
1200/1156/1155/1151/1150
AMD: AM5/AM4/AM3+/AM3/AM2
+/AM2/FM2/FM1

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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